Proudly leading companies and Federal agencies through the
maze of ever-changing Information Technology Support Services.
We offer 20 years of experience in IT solutions; delivering
maximum value, driven by innovation and guided by integrity

i-CONNECT, LC

LOCATION:
21630 Ridgetop Circle
Suite # 120
Sterling, VA 20166
CAGE: 37FZ1
DUNS: 126785851
STATUS: WOSB, SBA 8(a) certified
Commonwealth of Virginia SWAM
certified
Vice President: Mr. Charles Blackmore
PHONE: 703-471-3964 Ext 240
CELL: 214-734-3954
charles.blackmore@iconnectgroup.com
WEBSITE: www.iconnectgroup.com
Govt. FW: www.iconnectgroupgov.com
NAICS CODES:
541511 Custom Computer Programing
541612 Computer Systems Design
541519 Other computer Related Svc.
541611 Admin Services
SBA 8(a) Certification Number
307607 Ending 06/19/25
GSA IT 70 Schedule Number
GS35F186A

OUR MISSION
Our mission at iConnect is to become a market leader that consistently
exceeds our customer’s expectations by providing them with
comprehensive IT services and support with the overall goal to improve
IT efficiency and business profitability. Our goal is to provide innovative
and cutting-edge solutions today for tomorrow’s technologies coupled
with the best customer service in the industry.
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PAST PERFORMANCE
Ashley & Trivetts Furniture, VA Prime - Cybersecurity Analysis
Complete overhaul of existing network infrastructure to be able to respond to cybersecurity threats, intrusion prevention and
network security. Conducted analysis to determine extent of concerns and proposed strategies for combating the issues at hand
and attacks. Designed complete network topology, planned the architecture and programmed the software to identify threats in
real time and have the ability to handle in real time.
BPEC Enterprises, TX Prime – Cloud Solutions
Evaluated company requirements, assessed risks, vulnerabilities and software to design a customized system that could
read/write into/from the Cloud. Created company specific software, recommended changes to policy and procedures and
administered development of a Cloud solution web application to handle live billing, coding, tracking and reporting of issues and
training to company personnel. Created a cloud solution using AWS and a backup solution using Azure.
Deloitte Subcontract - Intra-Agency IT Integration
Evaluated existing IT systems as-is and provided a detailed report on the features and weaknesses currently versus what we
need to do upgrade and move up on the value chain vis-à-vis a modern-day architecture with web application software
development and mobile applications development. Upon selection of the features and designs by the company, we wrote the
code, created the program, set up the servers and database (cloud + on premise), created the mobile applications and have it
installed on every iOS and Android devices as necessary to align individual login requirements. Created the programs using
Microsoft Dot Net, JS, SqlServer, Swift and Java on Windows Server 2012
Accenture Subcontract - IT Management
Functioned as subcontractor for management of all IT related work. Objective was to Protects Privacy and Business Sensitive
Information and Implement the Best Security Practices Based on a Risk and Cost/Benefit Approach. Created an understanding
of information security and privacy policies and created the security awareness for basic understanding of how to respond to
risk. Provided security role based training to carry out IA risk management roles at the program level. Helped customer to
understand how to do monitoring compliance and providing guidance on the implementation of IA policies. Provided security and
privacy training and help with Investigating system security and privacy incidents.
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